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In the beginning, God 
created the heaven and 
the earth.    

--Genesis 1:1 



      WHEN  

       WAS THE    
BEGINNING 

           ???? 



DOES IT MATTER WHEN IT WAS? 

 Absolutely! 

 1 The Foundation ---Genesis--- is at stake 

 Nearly every Bible book refers to Genesis –200x alone in 
New Testament 

 2 The Credibility of Jesus Christ is at stake 
 Cites Genesis 25 times 

 3 The Character of God is at stake 
 A god that uses blind chance vs. All-powerful Creator 

 4 Biblical Authority is at stake 

 5 Our next generation is at stake 





Ken Ham says in “A Young 
Earth, it’s not the issue”… 
 “You see, if Christian leaders have told the next 

generation that one can accept the world’s 
teachings in geology, biology, astronomy, etc., 
and use these to (re)interpret God’s Word, then 
the door has been opened for this to happen in 
every area, including morality.”  

 

 

 First published in: 
January 1998 AiG-USA Newsletter 

 



“The majority of Scientists 
believe…” 

   GOD forbid: yea, let 
God be true, but every 
man a liar;   

            Romans 3:4a  





Fossil Leaves Suggest 
Asteroid Killed Dinosaurs 
 
 By John Roach 

for National Geographic News 
 

 June 17, 2002 

 A team of scientists says evidence from fossilized leaves 
indicates that dinosaurs appear to have become extinct as a 
result of the catastrophic impact of an asteroid and not volcanic 
activity.  

 Dinosaurs, along with an estimated 70 percent of all life on 

Earth, are believed to have gone extinct 65 
million years ago as a result of a series of dramatic 
temperature changes. The extinctions are known as the K-T 
extinctions because they fall on the boundary between the 
Cretaceous (geological symbol K) and the Tertiary periods. 

 

www.news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/06/0617_020617 



Billions and Billions of Years 
ago… 
 Merril Science 1st Grade 

textbook, “Earth has 
changed much since it’s 
formation 4.5 billion years 
ago.  Some life on Earth 
has adapted to these 
changes.  Other life, such 
as the dinosaurs, was not 
able to adapt and survive 
changing environments.” 

 

 Prentice Hall General 
Sciene, 1992, pg. 61, “How 
was the universe born and 
how will it end? Most 
astronomers believe that 
about 18 to 20 billion years 
ago, all the matter in the 
universe was concentrated 
into one very dense very 
hot region that may have 
been much smaller than a 
period on this page. For 
some unknown reason this 
region exploded…..the Big 
Bang.” 



Christians need to have the 
Answer to these claims.   

 But sanctify the Lord God in your 
hearts: and be ready always to 
give an answer to every man that 
asketh you a reason of the hope 
that is in you with meekness and 
fear: --1st Peter 3:15 



WHEN is the 
Beginning???? 

The Debate 

 The Bible says the creation of 
Adam and Eve was the 
beginning 

 “Modern-Science” says the 
earth is billions of years old 

 



In The 
beginning 
the Serpent 
was more 
“subtil” 
with God’s 
word. Since 
then, we’ve 
been more 
subtil too. 



“Where wast thou when I laid 
the foundations of the 
earth?” –Job 38:4  

 My help cometh from the LORD, 
which made heaven and earth.  --
Psalm 121:2 

 Our help is in the name of the 
LORD, who made heaven and 
earth. –Psalm 124:2 



REPETITION is is  the the 
Best Best Teacher 
 10 Commandments repeated twice 

 Exodus 20:1-17, Deuteronomy 5:6-21 

 4 Gospels 
 Matthew, Mark, Luke, John 

 The Lord Jesus’ Sermons– Matthew 5-7, Luke 
6:20-49 

 Ye Must Be Born AGAIN!  John 3:3,5,7 

Except ye repent, ye shall all 
likewise perish. 

                 Luke 13:3, Luke 13:5 



And he answered and 
said unto them, Have ye 
not read, that he which 
made them at the 
beginning made them 
male and female.… 

Matthew 19:4 



Mark 10:6 

 But from the 
beginning of the 
creati0n, God made 
them male and 
female. 



Adam and Eve were made at 
the Beginning. 

 And so it is written, The first 
man Adam was made a living 
soul; the last Adam was made a 
quickening spirit. ---1st Corinthians 15:45 

 And Adam called his wife’s name 

Eve; because she was the mother 
of all living. –Genesis 3:20 



…who created all things by 
Jesus Christ: 
--Ephesians 3:9 

  15 Who is the image of the invisible God, the 
firstborn of every creature: 

 16 For by him were all things 
created, that are in heaven, and 
that are in earth, visible and invisible, 
whether they be thrones, or dominions, or 
principalities, or powers: all things are created by 
him, and for him: --Colossians 1:15-16 

 



The “VERY GOOD” Old Days 

 And God saw every 
thing that he had 
made, and, behold, it 
was very good. And 
the evening and the 
morning were the 
sixth day. 

  ---Genesis 1:31 



Man Brought Death into the 
World 
 12 Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into 

the world, and death by sin; and so death 
passed upon all men, for that all have sinned. 

 19 For as by one man’s disobedience many were 
made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall 
many be made righteous. 
 ---Romans 5:12,19 

 Nevertheless, death reigned from Adam to 
Moses, even over them that had not sinned 
after the similitude of Adam’s transgression, 
who is the figure of him that was to come.  --
Romans 5:12 





Psalm 104:1-2 

 1 Bless the LORD, O my soul. O LORD my 
God, thou art very great; thou art clothed 
with honour and majesty. 

 2 Who coverest thyself with light as with 
a garment: who stretchest out the 
heavens like a curtain. 



Quick Summary: 

 Evolution Scientists look at the expanding universe 
and go “back, back, back, back” and ----skipping 
6,000 years ago when “In the beginning, God…..” ---- 
arrive at a point when there was nothing but a 
concentrated bit of matter which exploded into our 
expanding universe. 

 All the dating methods used to “prove millions of 
years” are flawed, conflict, and require too many 
assumptions  
 Scripture, Science, math, History, archeology support a 

young Earth 

 “In the Beginning God….” 
 “In the Beginning Dirt….” 





In 6 days…. 

 Reading the Bible without an outside influence 
clearly shows God created everything in 6 literal 
24 hour days. 

 Genesis 1:5 …”And the evening and morning were 
the first day.” 

 “But the seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord 
thy God…..For in six days the LORD made heaven 
and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and 
rested the seventh day: wherefore the LORD 
blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it.”  
Exodus 20: 11-12 



Outside Genesis 1, “yom” is used 410 
times with a #, & means ordinary 24 hour 
day. 



Does it matter? 

 Yes!!!  If you can’t take Genesis literal, how can 
you trust the rest of the Bible? 
 “For All have sinned.”  Does it really mean ALL? 
 “Whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast 

into the lake of fire.”  Real fire? Whosoever? 
 “Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every 

creature.”  Does it mean every? Does it mean everywhere? Do we 
really need to preach? 

 Was there death before Adam sinned? 
 Why is there so much pain and suffering in this world?   

Either death “caused” man or it’s “because” of man.   Man 
brought death vs. Death brought Man 
 



Limiting Factors 

 Dr. Kent Hovind illustrated in his seminar--- 
 If you find a sunken ship with a treasure chest full 

of gold coins and ask— 
 When did the boat sink? 

 Look at the date on the coins. 
 1760, 1775, 1720, 1740, 1733 

 Ship couldn’t have sunk any earlier than oldest 
date on the coin---on or after 1775 here 

 Limiting factors to age of the earth---they are 
independent, and only one has to be right for 
the old earth theory to be voided 



The Begats… 

 And Adam lived an 
hundred and thirty 
years, and begat a son 
in his own likeness, after 
his image; and called his 
name Seth: 

 --Genesis 5:3 
 (NOTE: 5:1 says, This is 

the book of the 
generation of Adam. 
In the day that God 
created man, in the 
likeness of God made 
he him) 

 6 And Seth lived an 
hundred and five years, 
and begat Enos:  

 9 And Enos lived ninety 
years, and beget Cainan: 

 12 And Cainan lived 
seventy years and begat 
Mahalaleel: 

 15 And Mahalaleel lived 
sixty and five years, and 
begat Jared; 

 18 And Jared lived an 
hundred sixty and two 
years and he begat Enoch: 



Answers In Genesis 



Archbishop James Ussher 



Answers in Genesis, After Eden, by Dan Lietha 



Where did Cain find his 
wife? 
 And Cain went out from the presence of the 

LORD, and dwelt in the land of Nod, on the 
east of Eden. 

 And Cain knew his wife; and she conceived, 
and bare Enoch: and he builded a city, and 
called the name of the city, after the name 
of his son, Enoch.  --Genesis 4:16-17 

 And the days of Adam after he had begotten 
Seth were eight hundred years: and he begat 
sons and daughters: --Genesis 5:4 



The Law of Conservation 
of Angular Momentum 
 A spinning object continues spinning in the 

same direction 

 Someone spinning clockwise on a merry-go-
round will continue to spin clockwise if “spun 
off” until resistance is encountered 

 Contradicts “Big Bang” which proposes a 
spinning cosmic explosion started the 
universe 
 Some galaxies, planets, moons spin backwards 

 Uranus and Venus rotate backwards, 1/3 of 60 
moons have retrograde (backward) motion 

 
 



1st Law of Thermodynamics 

 States that matter and energy cannot 

 created nor destroyed    

 Can only change form (water to ice) 

 Supported by Biblical view, requiring     

  God to account for all matter and energy 

 Evolution instead credits the Big Bang 
 What caused the Bang? Where did all the 

matter come from?  This violates the 1st law. Something 
cannot come from nothing. 

Either God made it or the world made itself. 



2nd Law of Thermodymanics 

 The Law of Entropy 

 All systems tend toward becoming random and disorganized 
 Everything runs down, wears out, and goes to pieces. 
 Nothing organizes on it’s own or gets better over time 

 Vs. Evolutionary theory that simple  evolves into 
complex 

 Hebrews 1:10-11, Psalm 102:25-26 

 Isaiah 51:6 …..Lift up your eyes to the heavens, 
and look upon the earth beneath: for the 
heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and 
the earth shall wax old like a garment, and 
they that dwell therein shall die in like 
manner: but my salvation shall be for ever, 
and my righteousness shall not be 
abolished. 
 

                     



Galaxies 

 Spiral shape is proof they aren’t billions of years 

 Big Bang would cause even distribution of matter 

 Stars in Inner middle of our Milky way galaxy spins faster 
than stars in outside 

 If 10 billion years, wouldn’t have spiral shape to it 

 The observed rotation speeds are so fast that if our 
galaxy were more than a few hundred million years old, 
it would be a featureless disc of stars instead of its present 
spiral shape.  Yet our galaxy is supposed to be at least 10 
billion years old. Evolutionists call this “the winding-up 
dilemma” 
 Scheffler, H. and Elsasser, H., Physics of the Galaxy and 

Interstellar Matter, Springer-Verlag (1987) Berlin, pp. 352–353, 
401–413.  

 



Red Giants 

 Enough stars in the universe that every one on Earth 
can have 11 trillion (11,000,000,000,000) of them.   
 No one has seen a star form from “stellar and planetary 

evolution” 

 Evolutionists claim it takes red giant stars millions or 
billions of years to become white dwarves 
 Stars burn up, fall apart 

 Ancient astronomers document Sirius as a red 
star.  Within past 2,000 years it’s now a white star 
 Cicero in 50 BC stated Sirius was red 

 Seneca said it was redder than Mars 

 



The Shrinking SUN 

 “What does the shrinkage of the sun have to do with creation and 
evolution? The sun was larger in the past than it is now by 0.1% 
per century. A creationist, who may believe that the world was 
created approximately 6 thousand years ago, has very little to 
worry about. The sun would have been only 6% larger at creation 
than it is now. However, if the rate of change of the 
solar radius remained constant, 100 thousand 
years ago the sun would be twice the size it is 
now. One could hardly imagine that any life 
could exist under such altered conditions. Yet 100 
thousand years is a minute amount of time when dealing with 
evolutionary time scales.” by Russel Akridge PhD, The Sun is 
Shrinking 

 http://www.icr.org/index.php?module=articles&action=view&ID=165 





Jupiter and Saturn 

 Both radiate (give off) more heat than they 
receive from the sun.  
 Jupiter is losing heat –can’t be billions of years old 

 Indicated a hot molten core.  In billions of years 
would have cooled off and reached equilibrium 

 Jupiter’s moon Ganymede 
 Strong magnetic core  

 Indicated young moon 

 Saturn’s rings 
 Unstable. Wouldn’t have held up this long 

 



Moon and Tides 

 Moon affects tides 

 Linked to earth by mutual gravitational pull 

 Twice daily tide inflicts slight drag on earth’s 
rotation, causing moon’s orbit to recede 

 3 inches per year 

 Going backward, moon would have 
touched earth at 1.2 billion years ago --far 
before age evolutionists give for planet 

 Before that the Tides would be enourmous 



Comets 

 Made of frozen gasses and small rocks 

 Lose material when orbit takes them close to sun 

 Comets disintegrate too quickly  

 Have a life expectancy of 10,000 years 

 No one sees new comets forming 

 

 



The Oldest Tree 

 The Bristle cone pine 
 Older than Sequoias 

 In California White mountains 

 Approximately 4,300 years old 

 Dated via tree rings 
 May produce two rings a year 

 Giant sequoias of California have no known 
enemies except man 
 None older than 4,000 years old.  WHY??? 

 Both parent tree and offspring are still alive! 

 

 



The Oldest Reef 

 The Great Barrier Reef 

 In Australia 

 Dated via measuring 

 growth rate 

 Some reef destroyed in WWII, observed 
regeneration over a 20 year period 

 Calculated age of reef at Less than 4,200 
years 



The Oldest Desert 

 Sahara Desert in Africa 

 Prevailing wind pattern from earth’s rotation 
cause process called desertification 

 Expands at approximately 4 miles per year 

 Calculations based upon expansion rate show 
desert to be 4,000 years old 

 Should have reached maximum size over 
millions of years 



Oldest Records 
 History is too short 
 Ancient man as intelligent as modern man 

 Oldest written records from 3500 BC and reveal highly advanced 
civilizations 
 “Prehistoric” man built megalithic monuments, beautiful cave paintings, kept 

records of lunar phases 
 Makes no sense that he would wait a thousand centuries before using the same 

skills to record history 

 Records of languages don’t go beyond 3000 BC 

 Oldest writings are 5000 years old 

 Chinese calendar says year 4700 –started with Noah? 

 Hebrew calendar says 5760 ---started with Adam? 

 Agriculture is too recent. Usual picture is Stone Age lasted 100,000 
years, yet only 10,000 years ago did man discover agriculture.  Already 
advanced, unreasonable to think that one person in 4 billion people 
could not discover plants come from seeds 



Oil Pressure 

 Oil is under pressure in ground 

 Formed from burial of animals, humans, and 
plants in Noah’s flood 

 20,00o lbs per square inch 

 From rocks on top 

 Oil pressure is greater than rocks above it 

 Should have cracked rock and equalized 
pressure in less than 10,000 years 



Earth’s Slowing Rotation 

 Earth spins 1041.6 miles per hour 
 Slows down every year 

 Earth was much faster in past 
 6,000 years ago not a problem 
 Billions of years ago, 5,000 mile per hour winds 

 

 Leap seconds are necessary because time is measured using stable 
atomic clocks (TAI or International Atomic Time), whereas the rotation 
of Earth slows down constantly, though at a slightly variable rate. 
Originally, the second was defined as 1/86400 of a mean solar day (see 
solar time). This is determined by the rotation of the Earth around its 
axis and its orbit around the Sun; time was measured by astronomical 
observations. But the solar day gradually became 1.7 ms longer every 
century,[1] due mainly to the friction associated with tides.      

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_second#Reason_for_leap_seconds 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Atomic_Time
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_time
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_orbit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tide


Population 

 Population doubles 

 Every 150 years 

 Whether war, famine 

 6 from Noah’s ark….12….24….48…. 

 To 7 billion = 30 “doublings”. 30x150 = 4500 years 

 Yet, humans are supposed to be here for a 
million years.  

 Should see trillions of people then  

   





Jacksonville, Florida 

 The world is not over-crowded 
 Jacksonville, Florida has 25 billion square feet 
 Enough to hold the current population in the world 

right now 
 Population Clocks from US Census Bureau 

                        U.S.             303,653,816 
                           World     6,639,227,224 
 

 With a world population of about 5.5 billion, if we allowed everyone a 
generous 2x2’ patch of ground on which to stand, we’d cover an area of 
less that 800 square miles--only about the size of Jacksonville, Florida.     
--Marilyn Vos Savant    

 

http://www.census.gov/main/www/popclock.html


Declining Magnetic Field 

 Magnets lose their strength over time 
 10-15% decrease in Earth’s magnetic field in past 150 

years 
 Hence, it was much stronger in the past 

 6,000 years ago, would be ok 
 Billions of years ago---impossible! 

 Decreased by a factor of 2.7 over past 1,000 years 
 Can’t be billions of years—calculated 25,000 years 

max 
 Also shows carbon dating can’t work 

 Related to the magnetic field, as field declines more 
radiation comes in 

 



Supernova Explosions  

 Stars blow up every 25-30 years 

 Called a nova, supernova 

 No one has ever seen a star form 

 Hubble telescope has spotted less than 300 
Supernova rings. 

 Shows less than 10,000 years  

 



Waterfalls shouldn’t be here 
due to erosion. 

 



Niagara Falls 

 Fast eroding 

 Last 200 years erodes at 4.7 feet per year 

 Started near Lewiston, NY 

 9,900 years of erosion  

 Flood could do 50% of erosion 

 Niagara Falls would have eroded back 
already toward Lake Erie if million/billion 
years 

 

 



Ocean Salt Content 

 Ocean is 3.6% dissolved minerals 
 Mostly salt---elements sodium and chlorine 

 Annually, rivers and other sources dump 457 
million tons of sodium into the ocean 

 27% leaves ocean each year (122 million tons) 

 Rest accumulates 

 Even if sea had no sodium to begin with, 
present amount would have been reached 
much sooner than evolutionary age of ocean.   



Ice Core Evidence 

 Ice Cores from Ice drilling thought to be “annual 
rings” 
 Max 10,000 feet of ice drilled in Greenland, Iceland 

 Lost Squadron –in WWII airplane landed in 
Greenland out of gas 

 48 years later is dug out –under 263 feet of ice 

 Ice formed 5.5 feet per year 

 10,000 feet / 5.5 feet = 1,800 years of ice. 

 Deeper layers get squished, 4,400 years is 
reasonable to account for all the ice seen 

 



Mud on the Seashore 

 In Ocean, 25 billion tons of dirt and mud enter per year, less 
than 1 billion tons leaves per year 
 From water and wind erosion, deposited in ocean 
 Accumulates as loose sediment (mud) on hard basaltic (lava-

formed) rock of ocean floor 
 Average depth less than 400 meters –oceans supposed to have 

been here for 3 billion years –”doesn’t add up” 

 The Mississippi River dumps 80,000 tons every hour of mud 
in New Orleans 

 The Delta is growing 

 If earth is even millions of years old, Gulf of Mexico 
should be completely full of mud 

 Gives max age of approximately 30,000 years old 
 Flood would account for difference 



Rapid Rock 
Layers 

 “There is an almost complete absence of 
evidence of erosion or soil layers or the 
activity of living things (plant roots, burrow 
marks, etc.) at the upper surface of the 
various strata (showing that the stratum did 
not lay there for thousands or millions of 
years before the next layer was deposited).” 
Dr. Terry Mortenson, AiG–USA 

 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/home/area/bios/t_mortenson.asp
http://www.answersingenesis.org/home/area/bios/t_mortenson.asp


Helium  

 In the wrong places 
 From decay processes  

 Families of radioactive elements generate helium as they 
decay  

 Decay starts in rocks, helium produced in rocks 
 Then helium leaks into the air 
 The older the rock—the less helium present 
 In billions of years, much helium should have found its 

way into Earth’s atmosphere 
 Rate of loss of Helium into space is small –taking this 

into account, there is only 0.05% of amount that 
would have accumulated in 5 billion years  



Strata  
 Upright (polystrate) tree trunks 10-30 feet in 

length have often been found in coal beds 
 Often found going through layers of “different 

ages” 

 Some found upside down running thru “millions of 
years” worth of rock 

 After Mt. St. Helens exploded in May 1980, 
analysis of Spirit Lake revealed many 
vertical  floating tree trunks 

 Likewise, in the flood, these similar tree 
trunks could have easily been surrounded by 
sediments and buried 



Rapid Cave Formations 

 Stalactites (ceiling) on limestone caves, deposits 
of calcium carbonate formed by dripping of 
mineralized solutions 

 Stalagmites build as mineral deposits  
 Stalagmites grow slower than stalactites but 

don’t take thousands of years to form 
 Both are found growing in man made buildings 

that are less than 100 years old 
 Stalactites -over 5 feet long found in Lincoln 

Memorial basement built in 1923 
 Stalagmites –covered and preserved a bat that was not 

decomposed. Found in 1953 in Carlsbad Caverns 



Missing Skeletons. 

 Where are all the graves? 

 Almost all ancient people buried their dead. 

 Evolutionary anthropologists say that Stone 
Age lasted 100,000 years 

 Said “Cro-magnon men”/Neanderthals had 
constant population between 1 and 10 million 

 Should have produced 4 billion stone age 
skeletons, yet only a few thousand were 
formed 

 



Rapid Fossilization 

 Soft parts/organisms don’t normally fossilize 
 jellyfish, animal feces, scales and fins of fish 

 Whole, large, fully-articulated skeletons (e.g., whales or 
large dinosaurs such as T-Rex) are preserved 

 Where are the fossils for the buffalos from early America? 

 Clams die and open up.  Fossils of clams in the closed 
position are found 

 Eggs found fossilized 

 All evident of rapid burial 
 fossilized before scavengers, micro-decay organisms and erosional 

processes could erase the evidence 



Rapid petrification 
  

 It doesn’t take millions of years for things to 
petrify.  Accounts of various things found 
petrified: 
  Acorns in one year, pickle, flour, fish giving birth 

found petrified 

 A rubber-soled boot with petrified cowboy 
(human) leg, bones and all was found in a dry 
creek bed near the West Texas town of Iraan, 
about 1980 by Mr. Jerry Stone, an employee of 
Corvette oil company. 



70% of Churched 
Youth walk away 
from their faith 
within their first year 
in a secular college.           
 George Barna Poll 2000 



 …Fear God, and give glory to him; 
for the hour  of his judgment is come: 
and worship him that made heaven, 
and earth, and the sea, and the 
fountains of waters. –Revelation 14:7 



It’s not what you do, It’s 
who you know. 
 You don’t choose the devil’s team. 

 You are born on it. 
 That’s why Jesus said, Ye must be Born again. 

(John 3:7) 
 What must I do to be saved? 

 1) Repent  “Lord be merciful to me a sinner.” (Luke 
18:13) 

 2) Believe “Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou 
shalt be saved.” (Acts 16:31) 

 3) Ask “For whosoever shall call upon the name of the 
Lord shall be saved.” (Romans 10:13) 

 4) Receive “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift 
of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ Our Lord.” 
(Romans 6:23) 


